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rllhe preS帥stlJdy investlgateS Wllet110日,I ,l(,十`a trace", which is lirlglllStically hyp｡tlleSized t｡ I,0聞
hchind by sy-ntactic moveme"1, is mentally created wIICn a SCrambled se"ence, in Japanese lS PrOCeSSCd･
ノ
From past tO preSe｡申l-e reslllt of a se叫aced readirlg eXI,erimem I-as sllppOned the psych｡loglCal reality
｡白race,山口he result of a I)robe recognltion task has indicated ("heJrWise･ To a(･,｡Omm)date tllOSe
apparently collflictlllg reStllts, we suggest a model ｡f pr｡Cesslng, a←煩)rding to which syntactic processlrlg
aml storage of lexical inf･omation compete agalnSI cach otT"r for the limite,A resouces or verbal working
rllemOry･
Key words: antet･JCdent l･eactivati0..,甲OL,e recognnion･ scrambling･ trace･ working rmmory
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Scrambling in Japa,!ese
lt is a well knowr晶ct tllat WOrd order iII Japanese is Hexible: the verb must come at the end
of the sentence, but the order of me other phrases is comparatively五cc･ For instance, whereas the
canonical Order in JaparleSe transitive sentence is SOV, noncanonical OSV order is also possible,
as exemplified in (1) below (一ga‥ IIOminative case markeri -o: accusative case marker)･ According
to the most widely held view within theoretical linguistics (Chomsky, 1981 , 1 995)占he OSV order
in (lb) is derived from a st-,lure similar to (la), by moving the accusative object seit0-,, to the
senteIICe illitial position (Saito, 1985). This type of syntactic movement is called "scrambling,''
alld selltenCeS involvillg SCrambling are called "scrambled sentences･ ''
(1 ) Transitive sentences
a.　Canorlical order: 看NP-ga NP-o VI
Sense1-ga Selt0-0 mlta･
teacher-Nom student-Ace saw
`The teacher looked at his student.'
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Noncanonical (Scrambled) order: 看NP-o NP一ga VI
Seit0 -o sense1-ga mlta ･
student-Ace teacher-Nom saw
Scrambling, as any omer type of syntactic movement, lS assumed to leave behind a
phonetically empty category∴`trace''(indicated here as i), in its original position, and the moved
item is grammatically associated with it. Thus, the examples in ( 1 ) are standardly assumed to
have stmctures like 田ose in (2)･ (S: sentence; VP: Verb phrase)
(2) a･　ts sensei一ga lvp seit0-0　　　mitaH
teacher-N om student-Ace saw
b･  [s seit0-01　　1S sensei-ga lvp tl mitaI]]
student-Ace te acher-Nom saw
ノ
In terms of sentence processlng, SCrambled sentences involve a帥er-gap dependency, with the
moved item being the釧er, and the廿ace being the gap･
Sentences with a ditransitive verb involve with any of the six logically possible orders among
the three ar糾mentS Of me verb･ This is schematically shown ill (3)･ Of these six orders, (3a) is
the canonical order, and the remainlng丘Ve are derived by one or more application of scrambling




[NP一ga NP-ni NP-o Vl
[NP-ga NP-ol NP-ni tl VI
tNP-ol NP-ga NP-ni tl VI
看NP-nil NP-ga tl NP-o VI
INP-nil NP-02 NP一ga tl t2 VI
[NP-02 NP-nil NP-ga tl t2 Vi
))
Japanese also has ``long-distance scrambling, a scrambling across a clause boundary, as
shown in (4) and (5)･ (-to: complementizer)
(4) Lollg-distance scrambling
a.　　Canonical Sentence
lNP-ga lNP-ga NP-o V-to] VJ
b.　　Scrambled Sentence
lNP-ol NP一ga [NP-ga tl V-toI VI
(5)　a･　tTaro-ga IHanako一ga sono hen-o yonda-toI ittai
Taro-Nom Hanako-Nom that book-Ace read Comp said
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b.  [sonohon-01 1Taro一ga　[Hanako一ga tl yOnda-tol ittaII
mat book-Ace Taro-Nom Hanako-Nom read Com曹 said
In the ``long-distance scrambling", the accusative NP `sono んon-o'in (5b) leaves its mce
behind at the object position of me embedded sentence and moves to me sentence initial position,
crosslng a Clause bound糾Y Created between the madX clause and me embedded clause･ This hct
indicates mat Japanese scrambling lS not limited in clause-intemal operation･
Reading times of scrambled sentences
lf scrambled sentences generally have more complex syntactic stmctures than their canonical
count叩ans as hypomesized in theoretical lin糾lStics, and if these stmcmres are computed during
online processlng, COmPrehension processes of scrambled sentences should be more complicated
than hat of canonical sentences･ To investlgate Whether or not this expectation is請虻田ed,
psycholinguistic experiments thus far have been conducting measurement or reading times (and
?I.or rates)･ For example"ing a sentence plausibility judgment task with visually presenting a
whole sentence on a screen at once, Chujo (1983) and Tamaoka, Sakai, Kawahara, Li血 and
Miyaoka (2003) obseⅣed longer reading times and higher eHor rates f♭r scrambled mnsitive
sentences like ( lb), compared to canonical transitive sentences like (la)･ Another study, using a
movlng-Widow selrpaced reading paradigm, which can measure pa止clpantS つreading times Of
each phrase, Nakayama (1995) reponed that me average reading time of the subject ar糾mentS
in scrambled sentences were longer than that of canonical sentences･
Similarly, Miyamoto and Takahashi (2002a) and Koizumi and Tamaoka (2004) obse…ed
that pa誼clpantS took longer time in reading scrambled ditransitive sentences 血an canonical
d誼ansitive sentences. Yamashita (1997) did not血d any d鵬rences in reading time between
canonical and scrambled ditransitive sentences･ However, as polnted out in Miyamoto and
Takahashi (2002a) and Tamaoka et al･ (2003), the items in her experiment were inapprophate
for the self-paced paradigm used in her study because 1) they were rather simple and might have
been read at a constant pace in all conditions, and 2) they were not comroHed in te-s of me
number of symbols (Or letters) and morae fbr comparison･
In addition to reading times, Mazuka, Ilo and Kondo (2002) investigated omine intuitive
judgments of di縦culty and misleadingness on canonical and scrambled sentences, and also
pamclpant's eye-movement While reading those sentences･ Their results indicate that the
processlng Of scrambled sentences is more di鮪cult than that of canonical sentences･
In sum, previous psycholin糾IStic studies have shown that scrambled sentences are more
difficult to process than their canonically ordered counterparts･ This is consistent with the
theoretical lin糾lStic account that scrambled sentences have more complex syntactic s廿uctures
than canonical sentences: scrambled sentences contain a trace, which is pa止cularly absent in
canonical sentences. If a trace is mentaHy represented during online processing (and if human
sentence processing is incremental, as standardly assumed), a trace must be created immediately
after the parser's reading of the subject phrase during processlng Of a scrambled transitive
sentence like (lb) for instance･ The longer reading times for scrambled sentences must be a
reHection of the ex仕a load to working memory caused by this process (Nakayama, 1995;
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Miyamoto 皮 Takahashi, 2002a; Nakano, Felser & Clahsen, 2002)･
Priming e#ect of a trace in Japanese scrambled sentences
ln order to investlgate Whether or not a廿ace is mentally represented during sentence
))
comprehension, a method of primmg effect has frequently been used･ "primmg generally refers
to the facilitated effect of the precedent stimulus･ For example, Immediately aHer reading or
hearlng Certain words, recognlt10n Of those words is generally faster than other words because the
各つ
activation level of hose words are thought to have increased in the brain･
The probe recognlt10n task is a well-known task often used for investlgatlng the prlmlng
e鵬ct in various languages (e･g･ Bevel and McElree 1988)〟 In Japanese, Nakayama (1995) and
Miyamoto and Takahashi (2002b) used the task to examine me activation level of the trace of a
scrambled ar糾ment･ In their task, paniclpantS Were Shown a probe word immediately a範r
reading a sentence, and were asked to decide as quickly as possible whether or not he probe
word had appeared in the sentence･ The probe was chosen血om the moved phrase in me case
of the scrambled condition. Consider the examples in (6), whidl are much simp愉ed fbr the sake
of exposition (see (7) below for examples actually used in their work)･
(6)　a･　Canonical sentence (the probe word (seito) is activated once):
Seito一ga sense1-0 mlta･
teacher-Nom student-Ace looked
`The student looked at the teacher.'
Noncanonical (Scrambled) sentence (the probe word (seito) is activated twice):
Seit0-o sensel-ga　±　mita･
student-Ace teacher-Nom looked
`The teacher looked at the student.'
The probed word in the canonical sentence is thought to be activated only once, whereas the
probed word in the scrambled sentence is expected to be activated twice, once at the血Onted
object position and once at the廿ace position･ Therefbre言f the廿ace is actually represented in the
brain during online processlng, the activation level of the probe word should be higher a範r
scrambled sentences man a鮎er canonical sentences, and the scrambled sentences should evoke
faster response times than canonical sentences.
Nakayama (1995) Compared canonical and scrambled sentences, and reponed that the
predicted亀cilitation was not obseⅣed in the scrambled sentences･ Miyamoto and Takahashi
(2002b), however, claimed that Nakayama's experiments were inappropriate in that recency
e胱ct and temporary ambi糾1ty Were not COntrOlled･ They polnted out that the probed word in
Nakayama 's experiment is closer to the end of the sentence in canonical condition (i･e･, recency
e範ct is uncon廿olled), and the canonical sentences in his experiments involve with a process of
reanalysis (i･e･, temporaIY ambiguity is involved)I Miyamoto and Takahashi (2002b) found the
reactivation e胱ct in the scrambled condition, by mod串Ting Nakayama's items in terms or his
inapproprlate鰭ctors and comparlng the probe recognltlOn times ill the canonical alld scrambled
conditions･ Nakano, Felser and Clahsen (2002), using a cross-modal lexical priming task, also
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observed that the prlmlng e的ct of long-distance scrambling lS COn血med when血e pa血clpant's
working memory capaclty lS relatively large･
Tlhe-purpose of the present e.periment
As we have seen, reading tlmeS and pr-mlng e鵬cts are imponant measures to investlgate the
complex.ty of scrambled sentences･ However, there are few studies that compared Japanese
canonical sentences with scrambled ,sentences on the two measures at once･ Nakayama (1995)
measured the reading tlmeS and pr.mlng e触cts with the same sentences, but as mentioned above,
his study was criticized f♭r the materials used in his experiments･ Miyamoto and TakallaShi
(2002h) also investigated both measurements but the results of the reading times were not
reported in their paper (according to a personal communication, there was no signmcant
d鵬rence in reading time between the two conditions)･ Since the increased reading times and the
increased priming e鵬cts (as renected in shoner response times to probe words) are concune-ldy
hypothesized to be caused by the same factor, (i･e･ the syntactic complexity due to the presence
of a trace in me scralnbled sentences), there should be some relation between them･ More
spec講cally十〇nger reading tlmeS and shoHer probe recognltlOn times should be obseⅣed fbr the
same set of scrambled sentences. Thus, We conducted an experiment to test this prediction･
Method
This experiment is basically a retest of Miyamoto and Takahashi (2002b) So that the present
material and procedure are mostly the same as theirs･
Partl(,･lPanis
Twenty-six students仕Om Tohoku Universlty Were paid to panlClpate in the experiment･
Materials
We used the same test items as used in Miyamoto and Takahashi'S (2002b) Experiment
33･ They prepared twenty pairs of sentences like those in (7)･ All the test sente-es consist of seven
phrases or Japanese bunsetsu (from Bl to B7)I The two sentences in each pair have the same
content words in the same order･ Only d鵬rence between the two sentences is the order of the
italicized nominative and accusative case markers. The case marker of the fbnh phrase is
nominative in the canonical condition and accusative in the scrambled condition, alld the sixth
phrase is accusative in the canonical condition and nominative in the scrambled condition･ The
word in the second phrase (e･g･ moT.dai in (7)) was used as the probe･
3･ Edson T･ Miyamoto and ShOichi Takahashi kindly provided us with their test items, tor which we are gratehl･
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(7) a二　canonical condition
BI B2　　　　　B3　　　　　B4　　　　　B5　　　　　B6　　　　　B7
Gakkoo-de mondai-o dashita kooshi-ga mukuchina gakusei-o mlta･
schooLat question-Ace asked lecture-MOM quiet student-Ace saw
`The lecture who asked the question at school saw the qulet Student･'
b. Scrambled condition
こコ
Gakkoo-de mondai-o dashita kooshi-o mukuchina gakuse1-ga mlta･
school-at question-Ace asked lecturer- Ace quiet student-N()M saw･
`The qulet Student saw the lecturer who asked the question at school･'
Using a Latin Square design, the sentences were dis廿ibuted to create two lists. The test items
were intermixed with 40 nller sentences, and the resulting 60 sentences were presented in random
order･ All sentences were written in commonly used Japanese characters (kanji, hiragana and
katakOna) (see Fi糾re 1)I The nller sellterlCeS and the comprehehsion questions鮒lowing the test




































F.'gure l･ The procedure of the probe recogn.t10n task in this e,xperiment
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1十ocedure
The experiment was controlled with a computer (SHARP X68000) ･ Panicipants were timed
in i phrase-by-phrase self-paced non-cumulative moving-window reading task (Just, Carpenter, 皮
Woolley, 1982)･ An example of the moving window in the present experiment is shown in Fi糾re
l･ At血st, a line of dots is presented on the screen･ By presslng me space key on me keyboard,
the first phrase, Gakk00-de, appears on the computer screen, and by pushing the space key agam,
/一■
the first phrase returns to dots and the second phrase, mondai-0, appears･ Repeatlng this
procedure, pa止cIPantS read all phrases･
Immediately aHer the last phrase, mita, was read, a probe word, mo,dai, appears on the
screen･ The panlClpantS Were asked to decide whether or not the probe word was included in the
previous sentence by presslng血e胤click of a mous誼)I ``Yes'', and right click仕)I "No''･ The
pa止clpantS Were also instmcted to click as quickly and accurately as possible･ The reaction time
was also automatically recorded by the computer as the measurement of the pnmlng e鵬ct fbr the
probe word･
A comprehension question was presented to the pa止clpantS in the end of each sentence･ The
pa止clpantS Were asked to decide whether or not the content of the comprehension question was
approprlately conesponding with the test sentences by clicking the mouse like the above-
mentioned procedure･ After five practice trials, 60 experimental trials高手ere conducted･
Data analysis
Analyses were conducted on reading times fbr each phrase, reaction times, accuracy ln
judging the probes, and accuracy ln the comprehension test･ Two paniclpantS'data were
eliminatedをom the analyses, due to the low percentage accuracy ln the comprehension test
(50%) or extremely slow reaction times in the probe recognition task (more than 2000 msec in
the scrambled condition). Only test sentences whose comprehension question and associated
probe recognltlOn question had been both conectly answered were used in the analyses of reading
times. Extreme data were also eliminated (reading times less than 100 msec or longer than 3000
mseci reaction times to the probes less than 400 msec or longer than 3000 msec)･ AHer these
血eatments, the data (reading times and reaction times) outside of 2･5 standard deviations (SD) at
both the high and low ranges were replaced with boundaries indicated by 2･5 standard deviations
from the individual means of particIPantS in each category･ The followlng Statistical tests were
conducted separately for participant (Fl) and item (F2) variability･
Results
Response accuracy
The percentages of comect probe recognition did not show slgnmcant d雌rence between the
canonical and scrambled conditions (canonical, 98･50/o; scrambled, 98･30/oi Fs < 1), neither
accuracy on the comprehension test (canonical, 92･1 %i scrambled, 92･90/o; F.I < 1)〟
Reading times of each phrase
Mean reading times of each phrase were presented in Fi糾re 2･ An analysIS Of variance
(ANOVA) revealed no si邸1誼cant d鵬rences between the two conditions at Bl, B2, B3, B4 and
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B5 (Fs < 1 ･35)〟 At B6, the reading time was marginally longer f♭r the scrambled condition than
for the canonical condition in the participant analysis (Fl (1,23) -　3･93, p - ･060), and
significantly longer in the item analysis (F2 (1,19) - 5･60, p < ･05)I The reading time for the
scrambled condition at B7 was sl紳incantly longer than that of the canonical condition in the
participant analysis (Fl (1,23) - 10･23, p < ･005), and marginally longer in the item analysis










Fl'gure 2･ Mean reading times at each hunsetsu position･ Bunsetsu is a
content word plus innectional matehal or請nctional pa誼cles･
Reaction times to the probe recognlt-On task
The reaction time to the probe recognlt10n task was slgnificantly slower for the scrambled
condition (991 msec) than f♭r me canonical condition (922 msec) in me subject analysis件(1 ,23)
- 8･07,p < ･01) aswellasintheitemanalysis (F2 (1, 19) - 5･67,p < ･05)･
Discussion
In lin糾lStic literature, scrambled OSV sentences are generdly assumed to have more
elaborate syntactic structure man their canonical counterpans due to the presence of a叶ace
created by scrambling･ This syntactic analysis has led us to the followlng two interrelated
predictions prior to the experiment: 1) me reading times should be longer in the scrambled
condition man the canonical condition, and 2) the reaction times to the probe recognition task
should be shoner in the scrambled condition than the canonical condition. The results of our
experiment show that the reading tlmeS Were Slgnificantly longer in the scrambled sentences than
me canonical sentences at the preverbal and verbal positions･ These res山s are along ln line with
me餓st prediction･ They mnhe-Ore indicate that the processlng load increased at the preverbal
position (B6), and more working memory resources are used during processing the preverbal and
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verbal phrases (B6 and B7)〟 This suppo鵬the idea that Japanese parsers are incremental in me
sense that they stan constmctlng Syntactic smlCture befbre they encounter the sentence mat verb,
一ust aS the hypothesis that lin糾lStic虹aces are mentally created durlng Online processlng･ Since the
preverbal position (B6) was the血st point at which it became apparent to the pa止cipants that me
object had been的nted言t is reasonable to assume that inse五〇n of its trace began during
processlng B6 and completed during processlng B7･
Let us now turn to me results of the probe recognlt10n taSk･ UIllike the results reponed in
Miyamoto and Takahashi (2002b), the participants in our experiment recognized the probe faster
in the canonical sentence presentation than in the scrambled sentence presentation･ Thus, our
second expectation mentioned above was not帥帥ed･ This indicates that the psychologlCal reality
of'the trace was supponed仕om the results of the reading tlmeS but not仕om the results of the
prlmlng e鵬cts･
To account fbr these apparendy con皿cting results, we present a conceptual model (Fi糾re･3)
(Koizumi, 2003), which postulates the change of the activation level df the probed words, which
are included in the subject phrase in a canonical sentences and in the object phrase in a scrambled
sentence, duhng online reading･ The solid line in this n糾re expresses the activation level of the







Il料re 3. The conceptual model showlng the change in the aCtivation level or me probed word
Let us first consider the change of the solid line･ Although there are few experiments
investlgatmg in detail the magnitude of activation fbr the nominative phrase in the canonical
sentences言t has been reponed that the recency e胱ct had a great inHuence in the probe
recognition task (e･g･ Nakayama, 1995), and hat the sign講cant d鵬rence of the priming e鵬ct
is not obseⅣed in comparison of the preverbal position and the position 500msec befbre the
preverbal position in canonical sentences (Nakano, Felser 皮 Clahsen, 2002)〟 Ther訪,re, We
expect that the activation level of a probed word increases at TO, where pa誼cIPantS read the
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probed word, decreases gradually after the activation, and reaches tO an aSymPtOte･
Secondly, consider the change of the dotted line･ Urllike the canonical sentences, lt Can be
assumed that the activation of the object in the scrambled sentences occurs twice･ Therefbre, Our
expectation is that the activatioIl level of the probed word increases at TO, decreases gradually
a偶er the activation like the canonical sentence case, Increases agaln at Tl due to the reactivation
by the trace, and decreases agaln･ Here, the rate of declining a‰r the reaCtivation by the trace
/一一
is assumed to be鰭ster than a址er the血st activation. The reason fbr this assumption is because
more complex processlng lS neCeSSaIy tO Create a trace in the object position and to integrate the
inlbrmation of the血Onted object in the trace position at the time of reactivation, requlrlng more
load to working memory･ Since the capacity (or resources) of the verbal working memory system
is Limited, faster decline of activation level should happen due to the less resources available for
mairltainlng the activation level of the probed word, a範r me usage of ceHain amount of resources
in syntactic processlng･ This conceptual model is consistent with the previously reponed
generalization that selrpaced phrase-by-phrase reading times and lexical decision times both
increase at polntS in a sentence where models of sentence processing predict an increased
processing load (Caplan 皮 Waters, 1999; and re缶rences cited there)･
If these assumptlOnS are Valid言he reaction times in the probe recognltlOn task may he
dependent on the reading tlmeS･ For example言f there is no di範rence ill reading tlmeS betwee,1
the two sentence types, and the probe is presented at T2 in Figure 2 in both conditions, the
activation level at the presentation of the probe word would be higher in scrambled sentences than
in canonical sentences, and the reaction time of the recognltlOn task becomes t'aster in scrambled
sentences･ This prediction conesponds with the results in Miyamoto and Takahashi (20021,)･
However, as in the present resuhs言f the reading tlmeS are longer in the scrambled senteIICeS thall
in the canonical sentences, the time廿om the activation to the presentation of the probe should
dift'er in the two conditions (in the present results, the difI'erence in the reading times from the
probed word at B2 to the verb at B7 is 170 msec, and the dirfere-e from the trace at B6 to the
verb at B7 is 111 msec)〟 In the case that the probe presentation in the canonical sentence
condition is at an earlier point ofl time (T2), whereas that in the scrambled sentence condition is
at a later point of time (T3)言he activation level of the probed word in the canonical conditiorl
at me probe presentation is higher than that of scrambled condition, resulting in the鯖ster reaction
time of the probe recogmtlOn in the canonical condition･
The model just sketched above, can account tor the present results as well as the results
reponed in Miyamoto and Takahashi (2002b)〟 Apparently connュcting results reponed in other
studies (e･g･ Nakayama, 1995) may also he suitably explained with this model･ However, our
model is still a conceptual one and has not yet proved credibly by the experiment･ To reveal the
online processlng Of the scrambled sentences㍉t would he lleCeSSary tO iIIVeStlgate the working
memory load of the transition of time course during sL.bject and object processmg m Canonical
and scrambled sentences. This still is a task fbr a血ture researcll.
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